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Are you in a situation, where you:

Are considering
a merger or an
amalgamation?

Have found the
assets of the target
enterprise greater
than the stipulated
thresholds?

Are planning
a corporate
restructuring
that entails a
demerger?

Are considering
transfer of assets to a
Joint Venture?

If you satisfy any of the above, the Competition Act, 2002 mandatorily requires you to file a notification with the
Competition Commission of India (CCI).

Where can Deloitte add value?
Using our in-depth knowledge and sector specific experience across varied antitrust cases, our team can assist you through
the three distinct stages generally involved in a Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) deal.
I. Due Diligence Stage
In addition to various other diligences, doing an antitrust compliance diligence is becoming an important norm. A robust
antitrust diligence can mitigate the risk of any liabilities from past anti-competitive conduct to be assumed by the acquirer.
A robust antitrust compliance due diligence prior to an acquisition(s) can help assess and evaluate antitrust non-compliance
risk. We can help by:

Studying the code of
conduct, key contracts
and key business
practices to identify
potential antitrust noncompliance risks
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Assessing the target’s
risk profile, compliance
culture, current or
previous antitrust
violations, involvement
in joint ventures,
participation in industry/
trade associations etc.

Analyzing electronically
stored information by
using e-discovery tools
to access and review
such information

Reviewing identified
commercial transactions
and the underlying
documentation
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II. Notification Stage
Section 6 of the Competition Act, 2002 requires parties to notify the CCI before consummating a transaction. It is important
to submit sufficient information to avoid delays in the regulatory process and avoid penalties.

Assist the legal team with the
requisite economic inputs including,
but not limited to, defining ‘relevant
market’ using economic tools (such
as the SSNIP1 test)

Determine the
likelihood of
competitive harm and
suggest remedies
to the proposed
transaction, if needed

We can
help

Quantify efficiencies
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The Hypothetical Monopolist or Small but Significant Non-transitory Increase in Prices (SSNIP) test
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Assess the impact
of the transaction
across the competitive
landscape
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III. Post-Merger order by the CCI
The CCI may provide an unconditional approval or a conditional approval to a merger proposal. This depends on its
assessment of the impact of the merger on competition in India in the relevant market for the proposed merging entities.

We can help

Provide assistance
(for conditional
approvals) in
the form of an
Independent
Monitoring Agency
to review compliance
with the conditions
of the merger
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With merger
integration support,
to standardize the
antitrust compliance
framework
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Our select experience
Our team members have been appointed as advisors in the context of transactions such as mergers and joint ventures
that have taken place in India as well as overseas, and across sectors such as telecom, energy, retail, and aviation. The
assignments undertaken have dealt with issues such as determination of geographic market, assessment of effects of
conglomerate merger, analysis of effects of potential joint venture and assessment of impact of an acquisition at the
horizontal level.

Why Deloitte’s Economics and Regulation Practice is best suited for you

We have a
dedicated and
experienced team
of professionals
(that include
economists,
chartered
accountants, MBAs
and analytics
professionals, etc.)
that have helped
organizations
comply with the
Competition Law
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Our tailor-made
solutions and
multi-disciplinary
approach
harmoniously
combines our
technical and
industry expertise,
adding value to
you

Ability to
facilitate ‘Phase
1 investigations’
by providing
a compelling
testimony coupled
with economic
inputs, in support
of your case

We are able to
leverage our
global network
of member
firms (more than
150 countries)
and bring in
their expertise
and penetrate
language barriers,
where required

We have been
appointed to
conduct high
profile competition
engagements in
India
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